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Abstract 
9 

Single $-baod bunches of *v 10 electrons have been 
used to study the characteristics of the SLAC llnac in 
anticipation of Its operation as a linear collider. 
EulU*n<te rtteasotemencs have been node, the longitudinal 
charge distribution within single bunches has been de-
torained and transverse omittance growth has been pro
duced by deliberately «issteering the bean. New equip
ment is being installed and checked out, and the sensi
tivity of new traveling-wave beam position monitors has 
been measured. 

Introduction 

The proposed SI-AC linear collider (SLC) will re
quire a beam consisting of single S-band bunches, each 
bunch containing about 5 x 10* D particles,1 .4 .*«: solid-
state, photaenlssioii source2 is presently being instal
led which, combined with a new subharaonic buncher3 
(SHB), is expected to produce a single-bunch bean of 
the desired intensity- The location of the sic source 
upstrean of the regular gun is shown in Fig. 1. 

Single-bunch beams can also be produced with the 
regulir thermionic SLAC gun. Although these beams are 
about two orders of magnitude lower in intensity than 
the beam expected from Che SLC source, they have proven 
useful for developing measuring techniques. To produce 
the single-bunch beams, a 10 ns pulse from the regular 
gun was pooled first through the injector accelerator 
section to produce a 10 ns train of S-band bunches, 
each about 5 pi long* A resonant chopper operating at 
the 72nd subhnrwonic (39.667 M.U) of the llnac accel
erating, frequency (2856 MHz) then would sweep the beam 
in the vertical plane. The chopper power was sufficient 
to eliminate all the bunches except the one timed to 
coincide with a zero-crossing of the .hopper rf. Beam? 
Vith Intensities up to * 10 9 electrons per bunch were 
produced* Some vertical jitter was evident in the beam 
due to phase jitter In the chopper rf. 

Transverse Eeittance 

The SLC will require precise* computer-controlled 
neSsurementB of the bean eraittance. A3 a model for 

these Masurenents, the transverse ealttance, ej , of the 
G Ingle-bunch beaa from the regular gun was eteasured at 
the end of the first 100-a sector of the Llnac. 

If the phase space distribution la assumed to be 
elliptical, the radius of the bean at a e.'.ven 2-location 
m i l vary hyperbo lit ally with the. strength of an up-
srrean lens. In each plane the beast ealttance can than 
be dete mined from the olnlcida Of the hype tool A, Which 
is proportional tu the divergence of th* bean at the 
lens* and from the asymptote of the hyperbola, the slope 
of vhich is proportional to the tadiui of the b«aa at 
the lenn.* 

The profile monitor located 4t I * 100 n was ueed 
to estimate the beam radius* -. The quadrupola located 
12-a upstreair of the monitor was chosen as the lens to 
be varied. By changing the focal length, f, of the 
quadrupole, the phase space ellipse could be rotated 
at the profile monitor* The results sr* ihovn in 
Fig. 2 where the data for both the hori .ontal and verti
cal planes are plotted. 

Fi;- 2. Beam radius as a function of let** strength. The 
horizontal (vertical) data ate plotted with closed (open) 
circles. The solid curves are to guide the eye. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic dlagrae of the injector and the f i r s t 10<Hft fi-wtor. 
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D M dependence of < on r and f la particularly 
Staple If to* acceleration between the lena and the 
aonitor la ignored. Txanafaralmg the bean radius at 
the lens, r„, by the action of the lens and of the 
drift length II glees: 

Z Z .2.2..-1 .-1 ,2 r - r , * f r \ f - f „ ) . •In o alii 
»h*f* <rilin» fn.'n' ** t n e v r r t M of the hyperbola 
which fit« the aata. Since the angular divergence of 
the Keen at the lens. 9 , Is given by 6 -r , /I, the 
eoittsnc* 1» ° o »in 

^ - O 
A - if Using this relationship, the cmlttance areas, 

determined fron the data of Fig 2 were 
^-0.004 ' i c - o and Ay -0.012 ••„£ -cm. An earlier 
ceuuresent b'y a different aathud gave 
A,* Ay-0.008 "DpC-cl. 5 For conpsrlson. Che SLC elec
tron beaa, at this saae location, is expecred to have 
A i 0.03 n B 0 C - CD. 

The nethod described here was chosen because of 
the eaoe by which the profile monitors can be inter
faced to the sue on-line cpaputer that will control 
the quadrupoles. This interfacing has been accomplished 
by replacing the regular caaeraa viewing the Csl screens 
of the proffJ- monitors with photodlode arrays having 
digital outputs. The on-line computer will also be able 
te transform the fa ean radius* taking Into account ac
celeration, regardless °* which upstream quadrupolc Is 
used to rotate the phase space ellipses. 

Bunch Charge Distribution and Wake Fields 
As heavily charged bunches of electrons OT posi

trons pats through lisiac structures, wake fields with
in a broad frequency spectrum vhich depend on the 
structure are produced by early particles in each bunch, 
vhlch affect later perticlea caning behind them vlthin 
the ease bunch. These wake field are of two types: 
longitudinal and transverse. The longitudinal fields 
have the effect of broadening the energy spectrin: with
in [he bunch6 while the transverse fields ctuse trans
verse deflection and ntlttance growth.7 Both effects 
are proportional ts the charge density in the bunch and 
depend nn the charge distribution within it. for tines 
on tht order of a few pfcosecondu (a few degrees at 2856 
HHs), the longitudinal fields decay exponentially with 
tlae after the passage of the "slice" of parti:les 
which excited then, whereas t.e transverse fitLd* rise 
linearly within the seae tl»* and arc proportional to 
the rsuial dlaplicemnt of the bunch eencroid with re
spect to the linac centerllne. To verify th».- theory of 
longitudinal and transverse wake field effects, it la 
thus Important to measure the charge distribution ol 
the SLC bean at the beginning of the linac. 

The length of picosecond hunches can be deduced 
Iron neasuraaents of the energy distribution.* For the 
neaaurenent with the single-bunch bean fron the regular 
S U C gun, the 30' energy analyzer at z -12 B was chosen 
and klystron kUC, which 1* located mediately upstream 
of the analyzer, was used to vary the energy, v. of the 
beaa. This klystron contributes a peak energy of Y -

The a*s*ur«aent was Bed* by first adjusting the 
•asset current of the analyser to center the beaa on 
etna of eh* SCH foils with R1C off. Then, with K1C on, 
th* phase, «, of Kir was rotated through 360*. A plot 
with aa »-y recorder of tin analyzed current, do/ay, 
ttorn the single foil aa a function of r la shown in 
Tig, i. The t v spectra shown la the figure, the peaks 
Of which arii a W * apart, correspond to the two xero-
crosslngs of the energy contribution of K1C. 

KLYSTROh PHASE.* l20Vd(,l 

Fig. 3. Spectrometer .urrent Measured as a function of 
the phase of klystron K1C. The beao intensity was ' 
electrons/bunch. 
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For a monochromatic beam, the charge distribution, 
dq/d*. fs proportional to dq/d-i, where •"' is the relative 
phase of Che beam. Huwever, the dependence of the Ini
tial bean energy on - will broaden one of the two re
corded spectra and narrow the uther. The effect of the 
linear term In the distribution of initial energy with 
phase can be eliminated by combining dq/d-y for the same 
value of 8 tram each of the two spectra according to the 
following expression: 

dc . Mq^dnHdq^d,) ,, 2 sin { < S - 8 < |) _ 
d" Idq /d> ; + idq. /a, • 

a o 
By assuming that the peaks in the spectra of Fig. 3 
correspond to the same 6, and that pointB at the saae 
percentage of the peak value represent nearly the sano 
6, it was possible to use this expression to plot the 
corrected spectrum shown in Fig. 4, 

PHASE OF BEAM, s If/d.vl 
Fig- 4. Longitudinal distribution of charge densitr 
derived from the data of Fig. 1. 

The charge dlatrlbutlon shown In Fig. A has 
i 0.6 sat. The SLC bean is expected to have o 

Bake M e l d Hcasureaenta 
• H i 

For SLC operation, an extensive Mac program la 
may to Measure the effects of both longt'Udlnal 

and transverse wake f ie lds a t the end of the f i r s t lOOffl 
of the l inac. The longitudinal •casureBents which were 
originally Bade for the entire 3-kn length 6 wi l l be re
peated aa anon as S x lnUI e" bunches froa the new gun 



become available* For the transverse measurement, a 
preliminary test of the theory has already been made 
with the regular gun by deliberately inducing large 
vake fields by missteering the beam. The first lQO-m 
linac sector is the ideal place to observe these effects 
since the quadrunole lattice can be adjusted to make 
the sector equivalent to exactly a half betatron wave
length. This condition is readily checked by steering 
..ie beam at z - 0 and noting that a very low intensity 
beam does nor move on the profile monitor at z -100m. 
After adjusting the betatron wavelength, the test was 
made by observing the motion of the tail of a bunch of 
^ 9x 10^ electrons at the z»100m profile monitor as the 
horizontal injection angle at z - 0 was varied. The hori
zontal motion of the tall was made easier to observe by 
first producing a tail in the vertical plane as r'.iown 
in Ftg. 5, The tail was estimated to contain '. 0-402 of 
the total charge in the bunch. 

3t3T G.*f" -» J3tj<'icr la 
ye" to 1 angi? rt'Ticci fl'ijle. 
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vereely with the transverse distance of the beam from 
the strip. A typical doublet seen by an oscilloscope 
with a 400 HHz bandwidth at the end of 3Dm of ordinary 
coax cable (RG 223) is shown in Fig. 7. The relative 
variation of the peak current of an impulse was found 
to be *v 1SX per mm of beam motion. Thus the electronics 
by which the signal pulses are shaped and digitized must 
have an absolute precision of + IX or better* Such a 
system has been constructed and Is now being tested. 

Fig. 7, Typical doublet from single feedthrough of 
position monitor as Been at end of 30 m of coax. Beam 
intensity was ̂  3 x 10^ electrons/bunch. 
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